Gather your courage and engage in all the unique adventurous
ways of exploring the area. Soar through the sky high above the
land on a thrilling zipline adventure, turn yourself into a true
explorer while riding ATV quads in the wild untouched nature,
rejuvenate yourself while exploring every inch of river canyons
on foot, enjoy riding river rapids on a unique rafting adventure
– possibilities are limitless. Wake up a true thrill seeker and risk
taker in yourself, explore unusual untamed sites, test your nerves
and possibilities while enjoying some fun activities with family
and friends.
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Get ready to turn your vacation into a true adventure! Whether
you’re looking for a way to spice up your holidays with a little
bit of a risk and some sweet excitement or you’re simply not
the ‘laze around on a beach’ kind of person – you’ll find our list
of adrenaline rising activities more than satisfying. Allow us to
take you out of your comfort zone and show you the other side
of your own persona by trying out something different and new,
something totally exciting, slightly risky and completely bold.
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Zipline
Zipline is a great way to experience the adrenaline
rush. Experience it in Croatia on various locations
(Plitvice lakes, Pazin, Omiš, Split, Makarska), in
Slovenia (Bovec) and Montenegro (Tara river).
Towering over the canyon of the River Cetina near
Omiš, the adventure park Zipline Omiš is a mustvisit destination for all thrill-seekers. Once they are
secured with a harness, visitors are ready to feel their
adrenaline surge as they zoom across a network
of cables that spans 2100 m and commands a
magnificent view over the surrounding landscape.

ATV Quad Mountain Tour
Even the most experienced of drivers will be thrilled by the opportunity
to embark on this three-and-a-half hour long ride and traverse 50 km
in an effort to reach the altitude of 1000 m above sea level and thereby
conquer the highest mountain in Croatia – Dinara.

Canyoning
Canyoning is a combination of walking, climbing, shooting down rapids
and swimming in crystal-clear water. Designed to meet the needs of a
wide range of adventurers, Basic Canyoning is a combination of walking,
climbing, shooting down rapids, swimming in crystal-clear water,
walking through tunnels and swimming. Canyonig is popular in various
locations: Croatia (Cetina river), Slovenia (river Soča), Montenegro (Tara
river).

Rafting
Rafting is the perfect fit for outdoor enthusiasts who seek adventure in
unspoiled and breathtaking landscapes. Stretching across 10 km, River
Cetina is one of the most beautiful rivers in Croatia gives the thrill of
a lifetime to all those who are daring enough to venture on a threeand-a-half-hour long descent down its canyon in order to bear witness
to the vivacious play of its countless rapids, waterfalls and whirlpools.
Our rafting offer includes locations in Croatia (Cetina river, Kupa river,
Mrežnica river), Bosnia and Herzegovina (Una river), Slovenia (Soča river),
Montenegro (Tara river) and more.

Adventure
Awaits, Go
Find It.

